
The new collection The Art proposed by CTA® is inspired by the most important and popular

museums in the world, exhibiting all forms of art.

By visiting the museums we are enveloped in a magical atmosphere, finding objects, paintings,

books, coins and fabrics that allows us to better understand culture and traditions of the countries

that host them. In tribute to the beauty of museums, The Art Collection gives us fabrics that recall

royalty and elegance that the exhibited works radiate.

The fabrics satisfy the need for any living environment thanks to a wide range of products with

natural tones and structured textures with a delicate effect, as delicate are the designs and colors

and also extremely pleasant to the touch.

The Art Collection products are ideal both for curtains and decoration and they were created to

enrich all home environments with personality. They are expression of a sober and essential

elegance.

THE ART
COLLECTION



Belvedere is one of the main art museums in Vienna, it

houses the largest Klimt collection in the world and

"The Kiss" is its spearhead.

Belvedere is a curtain line made of 100%PL with six

delicate and elegant nuances like natural, beige, rope,

dove gray, camel and cocoa.

It is available in width cm 310/315 with leadband.

BELVEDERE

The British Museum is one of the largest and most

important museums in the history of the world. It

houses around 8 millions objects that witness the

history and material culture of humanity from its

origins to the contemporary.

British with its shade of jacquard stripe in mix linen

50%LI 50%PL, gives the environments a touch of class

and elegance. It is available in two natural tones in

width cm 320/330.

BRITISH



Ermitage museum is located in St. Petersburg and it is

undoubtedly the most beautiful from an architectural

point of view and the works visible to the public are

only a tenth of the available ones. It is certain that in the

basements there are priceless treasures, cataloged

and sorted in heavy birch boxes.

Ermitage curtain is a 30 cm barrè stripe jacquard with

a composition of 50%LI 50%PL in width cm 320/330.

It is available in three colors: beige, dove grey and grey.

ERMITAGE

Jean Getty Museum collects an interesting collection

of modern works up to the twentieth century that

includes paintings, drawings, sculptures and others

European made art objects in addition to numerous

photographs.

Getty is a printed fabric in 70%PL 30% LI, with light

background and in contrast to large leaves and

tropical palm trees in the green tones, dove grey and

blue. Available in width cm 295/300 with leadband.

GETTY



The Louvre Museum, in France, is one of the most

famous in the world and the first one by number of

visitors. It has a huge collection of artworks, first and

foremost the "Mona Lisa" by Leonardo da Vinci.

Louvre is characterized by an oriental inspired design,

burnout and printed with a floral pattern in 75%VI

25%PL.

It is ideal both for curtain and decoration in width cm

310/315 with leadband, it has a natural background

and printed in white, dove grey and light grey.

LOUVRE

Palazzo Reale, located in Duomo Square in Milan, is

one of the main exhibition spaces in the city: The

organized events range from modern to contemporary

art.

Palazzo Reale is an elegant jacquard fabric with a very

soft bamboo fiber that adds silk like brightness and it is

characterized by a weaving of yarn that masterfully

animates the surface.

It is composed of 46%PL 36%BA 18%LI.

Available in five nuances: natural, beige, ecrù, camel

and earth colored.

It is available in width cm 310/315.

PALAZZO REALE



The Picasso Museum located in Barcellona houses

one of the largest collections of works of the spanish

artist Pablo Picasso and it is one of the most famous

and visited Museum of the city.

Picasso is an elegant plain curtain realized in 50%LI

50%PL, soft to the touch and caracterized by a weaving

of yarns, it is in width cm 320/330 and it is available in

four nuances: natural, beige, ecrù and grey.

PICASSO

Palazzo Pitti, located in Florence is the third Italian

state most visited museum, inside we find an

ensemble composed of galleries and museums of

different nature: The Boboli's Gardens are one of the

best example in the world of an Italian garden.

Pitti is a crochet curtain with melange yarns in 84% PL

16% VI.

It is available in width cm 310/315 with leadband in

three colors: natural grey , ecrù grey and gold bronze.

PITTI



The Pompidou Museum is one of the major artistic

works in Paris, starting from its showy and modern

exterior up to the collection of a priceless value inside

it.

Design, architecture, painting and photography join in

one place to give shape to temporary and permanent

exhibitions often combined with conferences,

meetings, debates, concerts and showes.

Pompidou is a striped jacquard in six multicolor

nuances which give liveliness and color to the

environment through an elegant and simple style.

It is composed of 90%PL 10%LI in width cm 325/330.

POMPIDOU

The Prado Museum is one of the most important art

galleries in the world and it is located in Madrid (Spain).

Here the works of the greatest Italian, Spanish and

Dutch artists are exhibited.

Prado is a modern and extremely elegant curtain and

it gives a touch of originality to the environment.

Developed in five delicate nuances like white, natural,

beige, camel and turtledove.

It is available in width cm 310/315, with a composition

of 100%PL.

PRADO



Royal Museum is one of the major museums for the

world culture and for natural Science in the city of

Toronto. It has a remarkable dinosaur colletcion,

middle eastern africans and east asian arts, European

and Canadian history.

The line of Royal fabric is developed in six delicate

nuances, the aspect of which recalls a jute canvas.

These natural fibers are ideal for simple environments.

It is available in width cm 315/320 and it is composed

of 44%PL 38%VI 9%CO 6%LI 3%PC.

ROYAL

The Tate Modern is one of the most famous Galleries of

modern and contemporary Art in London and it is

located in one of the most suggestive stretches of the

Thames.

Tate is a mix linen curtain in 52%PL 48%LI and it is

available in two different stripe typologies.

Developed in white and ecrù, available in width cm

320/330.

TATE



The Victoria Museum is located in Cromwell Road in

London. It is one of the most important Museums,

worldwide, and it is dedicated to the Applied Arts and

to the Minor arts. It was founded in 1852 and it takes the

name of the Queen Victoria and her husband the

Prince Alberto.

The Victoria curtain is in 100%PL, a leno realized with

laminated yarns in nine nuances which include natural

colors, silver, gold and bronze.

Available in width cm 310/315.

VICTORIA

Melia is a character from Greek mythology, she is a

nymph, daughter of Ocean and Teti.Melia is a FR velvet

in 100% PL FR included in Zeus collection.

It is available in 31 colors,Melia has a width of cm 295/

300 and it is suitable for curtains, drapery, decoration

and upholstery with a martindale of 80.000 cycles.

It is equipped with the main fireproof certificates and it

has a good degree of acoustic absorption.

MELIA


